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PREFACE

The investigation reported herein was sponsored by the Office,

Chief of Engineers (OCE), U. S. Army, as a part of Project 4A762719AT4o,

Task A2, Work Unit 001, "Construction Design Technology Base." OCE

Technical Monitor for this investigation was Mr. A. F. Muller (DAEN-MCE-D).

The investigation was conducted during the period March 1976 to

March 1977 at the U. S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station (WES)
by personnel of the Soils and Pavements Laboratory (S&PL) under the
general supervision of Messrs. J. P. Sale and R. G. Ahlvin, Chief and

Assistant Chief of the S&PL, respectively. Personnel engaged in prepara-

tion of this report were MAJ A. Taboza Pereira, an exchange officer from

Brazil, and Messrs. D. M. Ladd, Chief, Design Criteria Branch, and

H. R. Austin, Mathematician. This report was written by MAJ Pereira.

Director of WES during the conduct of this investigation and

the preparation of this report was COL J. L. Cannon, CE. Technical

Director was Mr. F. E. Brown.
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CONVERSION FACTORS, U. S. CUSTOMARY TO METRIC (SI)
UNITS OF MEASUREMENT

U. S. customary units of measurement used in this report can be con-

verted to metric (S1) units as follows:

Multiply By To Obtain.

inches 25.4 millimetres

feet 0.30o4 8 metres

square inches 6.4516 square centimetres

pounds (mass) 0.4535924 kilograms

kips (mass) 453.5924 kilograms

pounds (force) per
square inch 6894.757 pascals

3
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PROCEDURES FOR DEVELOPMEMN OF CBR DESIGN CURVES

PART I: INTRODUCTION

Purpose and Scope

1. Significant changes in the procedure for developing CBR

(California Bearing Ratio) design curves have occurred in the past few

years. The objective of this report, therefore, is to present a descrip-

tion of the current Corps of Engineers (CE) methodology for construction

of flexible pavement design curves. This report represents an update

of U. S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station (WES) Instruction

Report 4, "Developing a Set of CBR Design Curves," dated November 1959.1

Procedures for computation of pass-per-coverage ratio by statistical

methods are described. Also, procedures and tables for computation of

deflections and equivalent single-wheel loads (ESWL) for any value of

Poisson's ratio are presented, although the CE uses 0.5 for all calcula-

tions. This report was prepared to familiarize engineers with the

theories and techriques for the construction of flexible pavement design

curves.

Background

2. The CBR method ha& been used since the early 1940's in airfield
1-4

pavement design. This method has been improved repeatedly as the

result of continuous research and field observations through the years.

The method may be considered semiempirical, since it was developed

using concepts and mathematical developments of the elastic theory,

together with data taken from test sections and airfields under prototype

aircraft traffic,

3. In computing pavement thickness through the CBR design method,

the following data must be known: volume of traffic, load, type of

design aircraf t, and soil strength. These parameters account for the

14



magnitude and distribution of load, as well as the frequency with which

the pavement and the subgrade have to undergo stresses. The soil

Sstrength, represented by the CBR, indicates the ability of a soil to

withstand wheel loads. CBR is not a direct measurement of the soil

bearing capacity, but is an index of the soil strength determined by

comparison with a standard value.

4. The CBR design method for flexible pavements was conceived

initially by the California Highway Department to compute pavement

thickness for single-wheel loads on highways. The method was then

adapted by the CE for airfield design. Following the development of

larger aircraft, the method was adapted for multiple-wheel loads5'• by

studying the effect of uniform circular loads acting on a homogeneous,

isotropic, and elastic half space, through use of the classical

Boussinesq theory.

5. Results of extensive tests on full-scale test sections trafficked

with multiple-wheel heavy gear loads, in conjunction with statistical

studies of the traffic behavior on airfields, have recently led to

important improvements in this design method. A new proceduro was

developed to deal with the effect of lateral distribution of traffic on

runways and taxiways, and consequently an improved method was found to

relate the number of operations of an aircraft to the number of design

stress applications to the pavement (passes per coverage ratio). Also,

the effect of multiple wheels on pavements was restudied and a relation-

ship was established between the number of wheels on the main assembly

and the effect of stress repetitions (load repetitions factor) on thick-

ness. The overall result of these developments on pavement design was to

reduce the required flexible pavement thicknesses for a given loading

condition.

5i
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PART II: TRAFFIC STUDY

General

6. Traffic is one of the primary parameters affecting airfield

pavement design, Airfields are usually designed for a given number of

passes of a specific aircraft having definite characteristics. The

number of passes of the design aircraft is directly related to the

number of times the pavement is subjected to the maximum stress and,

consequently, defines the pavement life. In this part of the report,

the relationship between the number of passes of the design aircraft

and the number of stress applications to the pavement will be mathe-

matically definad, and the manner in which this relationship affects

the pavement design will be discussed.

Lateral Distribution of Traffic

Theoretical nonsiderations

7. Usually, runway and taxiway center lines are marked as a

reference for pilots. As a consequence, the traffic tends to be

channelized, with the highest concentration in the vicinity of the

center lines. Theoretically, the probability of running on the right

or left side of the geometric center line in any single use of the

airfield facility is fifty percent for each side. Therefore, for a

small number of passes, the traffic may be considered to follow the

pattern of a binomial distribution or discrete probability distribution,*

and tends to the normal or Gaussian distribution as the traffic increases.

(*Note: The binomial distribution, also called Bernoulli distribution or

discrete probability distribution, in given by the expressions

p(x) N Cxpxq (N-x)

and

3, ** -



N N I
N X x I (N-x)I

where

x m the number of times an event will probably happen in N trials

p w the probability that an event will happen in any single trial

q a the probability that an event will fail to happen in any
single trial

Example: In 6 takeoffs, the probability that an aircraft will run

2 times on the left side of a runway center line is

i2i 6-2 6 ()

p(2) - 16 2 =,, x - 0.23

As the number of trials increases, and if p or q is not close to

zero, the discrete probability distribution approaches the normal

distribution and, in the limiting case, when N tends to infinity,

the approximation is exact. 7 )

8. Since airfields are designed to sustain a very large number of

passes, the traffic may be considered laterally distributed in the shape

of a normal curve. Actual traffic data, taken from observations at
6

several military airfields, show agreement with this theory. Figure 1

presents a comparison between theoretical and actual distribution curves

based on observations of the behavior of aircraft at thren Air Force

base s.

General normal distribution and.

standard normal distribution curves

9. According to References 7 and 8, the general normal distribu-

tion (GND) curve or Gaussian curve is defined by the equation:

f(x) e \Ox (1)

where x is a variable with a continuous set of values, oa is the

standard deviation of x , u is the mean of the x values, and f(x)

is ihe frequency with which the x events can happen.

7
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.f (x) I

Figure 2. General normal distribution (OND) curve

10. If the deviations from the mean are measured in units of

standard deviations (see Figure 2), this relationship can be expressed

by

z M x (2)
0•x

and Equation 1 is replaced by the expression

1 2
-m Z

f(x). e (3)

or simply by

N~x) - _f(z)()
X

The equation of f(z) is

1 2

f(z) e (5)
z

But the values of z are measured in units of standard deviations;

therefore, a equals one, and -quation 5 may be written as follows:

9
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f(z) -- e (6)

In this case, z is called a standardized variable and is a dimension-

less quantity. The deviations from the mean are said to be expressed in

standard units; the standard deviation equals one and the mean equals

zero. Equation 6 represents the standard normal distribution (SND) curve

as illustrated in Figure 3.

0I

Figure 3. Standard normal distribution (SND) curve

Some properties of the SND curve are tabulated in statistics books.

For example: (a) For z equal to zero, the maximum ordinate If(z)]

equals 0.3989. For z equal to 3.99, f(z) equals 0.0001. The minimum

ordinate corresponds to the limiting case, when z tends to infinity.

(b) For z equal to zero, the area under the curve equals zero. For

z equal to 3.99, the area under the curve equals 0.5000.

11. Ordinates and areas under the curve can be taken from tables

for any value of z , from 0.00 to 3.99. Due to the symmetry of the

SND curve, the ordinate values are the same for the corresponding negative

abscissas.

12. The data in Table 1 for the SND curve can be used in the

application of the normal curve to the aircraft traffic study.

Application of the OND and SND
curves to afrcraft traffic

13. The distribution of aircraft traffic on runways and taxiways

10
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p

may be represented by a GND curve, where the ordinate represents the

frequency of the passes of the aircraft center line at a certain distance

from the pavement center line. This distance from the center line is

plotted as the abscissa using conventional methods.

14. Obviously, the same curve also represents the transverse

variation in the placement of the aircraft tires on the pavement. This

concept permits the presentation of two important definitions: wander

and coverage.

a. Wander is defined in Reference 6 as "the width over which
the center line of aircraft traffic is distributed
75 percent of the time." Based on previous considerations,
the same concept may be extended to the center line of one
tire. Currently, a wander width of 70 in.* is used for
taxiways and the first 1000 ft of each runway end. A
wander width of 140 in. is used for the runway interior.
These values are based on actual traffic observations. 6

b. Coverage is defined as the application of the maximum
stress on a point in a pavement surface. Therefore, when
a pavement is designed for a particular wheel load, one
coverage is being applied to a point on the pavement each
time this wheel load passes over that point. To illustrate
this concept with an example, assume a pavement will be
subjected to the traffic of a single-wheel load with tire
width Wt . This pavement is divided transversely in
strips, so that one tire pass on a strip corresponds to
one coverage on that strip. Assume the traffic is applied
according to the pattern shown in Figure 4, so that in
100 passes the tire runs on the center strip 16 times.
In this situation, it can be said that 16 coverages have
been applied to the pavement and the ratio between the
number of coverages and the total number of passes is

c 16
P 100 .16

or

C o 0.16P

A table of factors for converting U. S. customary units of measure-

ment to metric (SI) units is presented on page 3.

ii
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SWIDTH 
OF TEST SECTION

Figure 4, Example of traffic distribution in test section

Based on this example, it can be concluded that every time
one tire passes on a strip, one coverage is being applied
to that strip, and the number of coverages on the pavement
computed for design purposes would be the number of cov-
erages applied to that strip where the maximum accumulation
occurs.

15. Now, assume that Figure 5 represents the traffic distribution

on a taxiway. The ordinates, f(x) , represent the frequency of the

passes at a point x , or the ratio between the number of passes p(x)

of a tire center line at a point and the total number of passes P on

the taxiway. Then

f(x) - Zt• (7)

or

p(x) - f(x) X P (8)

If f(x) is replaced by its value in Equation 4,

12
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F(X) = TIRE CENTER LINE PASSES"..2{)
TOTAL NUMBER PASSESj P

F(XO)

x
LATERAL PLACEMENT OF TIRE CqNTER LINE

OR AIRCRAFT CENTER LINE

Figure 5. Theoretical normal distribution of airoraft traffic
on taxiway

p(x) - .. •(Zp (9)
ax

16. The value of p(x) is given in passes per measurement unit.

If the value of x is measured in inches, cax will be in inches and

p(x) will correspond to passes per inch.

17. Now, a new curve can be drawn (Figure 6) with the same shape

as the curve in Figure 5 where the ordinates represent the number of

passes per inch of the tire center line at a particular distance from

the mean value. Therefore, at a distance equal to zero, the number of

passes is represented by

p(x 0 ) 0 f(x 0 )P (10)

13
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P(x) * TIRE CENTER LINE PASSES/IN.

-33" _w.. 0 . 35 X1 2 2
1-0 70' "j

LATERAL PLACEMENT OF AIRCRAFT CENTER LINE OR TIRE
CENTER LINE

Figure 6. Traffic distribution in passes per measurement unit

P(X 0 ) " L'f(zQP (0))

x

18. If the tire width is Wt (Figure 6), then the tire applies

coverages on the point x a 0 at every position of its own center line
within the interval

Wt < x1Wt

So, the number of coverages applied by one tire on the point x 0 0 is

given by the expression

Wt/2
C - i p(X)dx

-wt/2

* ...... . * * - ..



or simply

C a p(xo)Wt (13)

Replacing p(x) by its value in Equations 10 and 11, then

C - f(x0 )Pwt (14)

and

C f 0) PWt (15)
ax

where C is the number of coverages applied by one tire, f(z ) is the

maximum ordinate of the SND curve, Wt is the tire width, and P is the

total number of tire passes. The computation of a may be done by use
x

of Equation 2, as follows:

Z M o r aa x

By definition, for a wander width of 70 in., 75 peroent of the passes

(or 75 percent of the GND curve area) lie in the interval between

x w -35 in. and x - 35 in. (see Figure 6). From Table 1, 75 percent

of the SND curve lies in the interval botween z a -1.15 and z - 1.15

(see Figure 7), and the maximum ordinate for z - 0 is f(zo) - 0.3989 .

So for this particular situation,

u " 0 , x " 35 , and z * 1.15

and finally

"- - 30.43 in. (16)
x 1.15

15
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f (zcým0.3989

.~~0 *1f, 0o,.36

1a

-us1 a3 0 II5(

14-73X0F ARr.A

Figure 7. SND curve, as related to aircraft traffic distribution

19. For a wander width of 140 in., 75 percent of the GND curve

lieu between the values x w -70 and x n 70 in. Computing through

the same procedure, the OX value will be:

xN 7 0 -0  60.87 in. (17)•x 1.15

Pass-per-coverage ratio for
sinal e-wheel aircraft

20. When the tread* on a single-wheel aircraft is large, the GND

curve of one tire does not influence the OND curve of the other

(Figure 8), and the maximum ordinate p(x0 ) for the aircraft as a
whole in the rtme as that for one wheel. According to Reference 6, this

happens when the tread equals 100 in. or more for a wander equal to
70 in., or when the tread equals 200 in. or more for a wander equal

to 140 in. Tn this case, the computation of the number of coverages C

* Diitance between the center lines of the main gears.

16
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I I.

TVijAC (Tv)

LATERAL PLACEMENT OF WHEEL CENTER LINE, IN.

Figure 8. Typical GND curve for nonoverlapping tire prints

applied by a given number of passes P of a single-wheel aircraft on

an airfield facility can be accomplished by use of Equation 15 for any

value of wander.

21. The number of coverages is computed as follows for the two

values of wander usually considered in airfield pavement design. For a

wander of 70 in., cix u 30.43 in. and the number of coverages is

C M- WtP - 0.0131 WtP. (18)

When Wt is not known, the following equation may be used:

Wt = 0.87T84Tire contact area

17



For a wander of 140 in., a x 60.87 in. and the number of coverages is

x

0 39W9W P 0.0065 WtP (19)t -

The pass-per-coverage ratio can also be obtained from Equations 18 and 19.

For a wander of 70 in., the ratio is

1 - (20)

C 0.0131 Wt Wt

For a wander of 1140 in., the ratio is

p 1 153.84 (1
C 0.0065 W~•'= t Wt

22, Single-wheel aircraft whose tread is smaller than the values

presented in paragraph 20 must be treated in the same manner as for a

viultiple-wheel gear.

Pass-per-coverage ratio for

miultiple-wheel gear aircraft

23. In computing the number of coverages applied by passes of a

multiple-wheel aircraft on an airfield facility, all the wheels on the

rain gears, as well as their arrengements, must be considered. Usually

there is overlap among the GND curves of the several tires in the same

assembly.

24. Figure 9 shows an example of a GND curve for overlapping tire

prints of a twin-wheel aircraft. The solid lines represent the individual

GND curves and the dashed lines represent the combined effect of two
wheels. When the tread is small, the effects of two gears could in-

fluence each other.

25. In studying the combined effect of the wheels on a multiple-

wheel gear aircraft, the individual curves can be drawn and the

ordinates added graphically in the overlapping areas, and the maximum

ordinate of the cumulative curve obtained.

18
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W

TREAD(TW) I I

1St1  i t

-J-0 - --t 1

LATERAL PLACEMENT OF WHEEL CENTER LINE, IN,

Figure 9. OND curve for overlapping tire prints, twin wheels

26. As a practical rule, for multiple-wheel gears and a wander

of 70 in., the assemblies will not overlap each other when the distance

between the center lines of the inside wheels (tread minus twin-wheel

spacing, for the case of twin gears) is equal to 100 in. or more. When

the wander width is 140 in., no overlapping of the gear is considered

if the distance between the center line of the inside wheels of a6
multiple-wheel gear is 200 in. or more.

27. For tandem wheels which track each other, the maximum ordinate

of the cumulative curve equals two times the maximum ordinate of an

individual curve, or f(xo) u 2f(x

cc 0

19
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28. The maximum ordinate of the cumulative curve f(x 0) for any
two wheels may be obtained from Figure 10. Wheel arrangements that do

not follow the pattern of single, twin, and twin-tandem must have the

maximum ordinates of their cumulative curves determined from their

combined distribution curves.

29. Figure 11 shows the wheel configurations for typical aircraft

landing gears.

30, The computation of the number of coverages C applied by a

given number of passes of a multiple-wheel aircraft on a pavement can

be made by use of Equation 14 for any value of wander by replacing

f(x ) by the value f(x oc) taken from the cumulative curve. So,

SII

C- f(K 00)Pw t (22)

* N 40 , HN N' lee SO 0, I N
O.OiNTO.tO, OIEL ICIO Shd

Figure 10. Maximum ordinate on cumulative tral'fic distribution
curve for two wheels versus wheel spacing, for wander of 70 in.
and 140 in. (from Reference 6)

20
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31. The individual curves that yield the cumulative curve are

computed by relating them to the SND curve through Equation 4. The

pass-per-coverage ratio is then given by the expression:

P 1 (3
C f(X~ Wt (23)" xoc')w

Practical example of pass-per-

coverage ratio comn-utatioon

32. Compute the pass-per-coverage ratio for the Boeing 707-100

aircraft on a taxiway. Aircraft data6 are as follows:

Wheel arrangement: twiu-tandem tricycle

Tire width (Wt) m 13.5 in.
Tread (Tw) w 265.0 in.
Twin-wheel spacing (St) = 34.0 in.

Tandem-wheel spacing m 56.0 in.

33. On a taxiway, the wander width is 70 in. The pass-per-

coverage ratio is given by Equation 23 as follows:

C f(xoc) wt

The ordinates of a OND curve for one wheel are given by Equation 4:

f(x) - f(z)
ax

where a * 30.43 in. (for a wander of 70 in.) and f(z) may be takenX
from Table 1. Taking several values of z , the computations may be

done as in the following tabulation, for construction of the OND curve
shown in Figure 12.

__.__ f) x u a z, in. f(x)

0.00 0.3989 0.0 1.0131
0.20 0.3910 6.1 0.0128
0.50 0.3521 15.2 0.0116
1.00 0.2420 30.4 0.0080
1.50 0.1295 45.6 o.0o42
2.00 0.0540 60.9 0.0018
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MAXIMUM FREQUENCY FOR
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0.020- /
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I/ (Xo,=oURE OR
0.00.

S0.005- I

050 100 50 200 250

LATERAL. PLACEMENT OF WHEEL CENTER LINE, IN.

Figure 12. CND curve for the Boeing 707-100

The solid lines in Figure 12 represent the GND curves for individual

wheele and the dashed line represents the cumulative curve for the front

or rear twin wheels. So, the f(xo ) value for one gear is 2 x 0.0227

center, lines of the inside wheels (TW - S)is greater than 100 in.,

the cumulative curves of the two twin-tandem gears do not overlap.

Therefore, the maximuxn ordinate for the Boeing 707-100 is the same as

for one gear. The value of the maximum ordinate of the Boeing 707-100

G~!D curve could also be taken from Figure 10. Using the maximum ordinate
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as determined above, the pass-per-coverage ratio can be computed using

Equation 23.

P 1S0 .Oh'54 , y3.5 •1.63

Effect of Load ReDetitions

34. The design thickness of a pavement layer can be represented

by the expression

t - aT (24)

where T is a standard thickness for a particular aircraft %nd a is

a factor that adjusts the thickness according to the number of operations

or repetitions of that aircraft anticipated during the pavement life.

The number of operations or passes is converted to coverages through

the procedure previously discussed.

35. in the past, the load repetitions factor, a , was considered

to depend only upon the number of coverages (C) and was expressed as

a - 0.23 log C + 0.15 (25)

This factor could be represented by a straight line on a semilog plot 1

(as shown in Figure 13). In the e.bove equation, if C equals 5000 cov-

erages, the a value equals one. So, according to that procedure, for

5000 coverages the design thickness is equal to the standard thickness

for a particular aircraft regardless of the type of landing gear

assembly.

36. Recently, extensive experiments conducted at WES determined

the load repetitions factor to be dependent on the number of coverages

and the number of wheels on the main landing gear assemblies. The

curves plotted in Figure 14, based on results obtained in full-scale
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test sections, show no great differences among the a values at low

coverage levels. But, for large coverage levels, the difference cannot

be neglected. Therefore, to use Equation 24, the a value must be

taken from Figure 14 based on the anticipated number of coverages and the

number of tires used to compute the ESWL. The number of tires used to

compute the ESWL is that combination of tires which giver the greatest

ESWL (ESWL will be discussed in Part III),
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PART III: EFFECT OF WHEEL LOADS ON PAVEMENTS

Deflections in Pavements for ESWL Determinations

37. In computing elastic deflections in pavements, the CE uses

mathematical expressions based on Boussinesq's one-layer theory. The

pavement and the subgrade together are considered as a semi-infinite,

homogeneous, isotropic, and elastic medium.

38. The deflections in the subgrade soil have been computed

through the equation

A F (26)z E

wher e

az w the vertical deflection at a depth z , in.

p - the tire contact pressure, psi

r w the radius of the tire contact area, In.

E w the modulus of elasticity of the subgrade material, psi

F a the deflection factor (a function of the depth and the radial

distance to the load center line)

39. The contact pressure is assumed to be equal to the tire

inflation pressure and independent of the effect of the tire contact

on the pavement surface. The tire contact area is considered to be

circular, so the radius of the contact area is given by the expression

JA
r Tt (27)

40. Two coefficients are of particular importance in the study of

deflections in earth masses: the modulus of elasticity E and Poinsonts

ratio v

41. In Equation 26, the modulus of elasticity E is considered to

be constant and equal to the ratio between stress and strain, according

to Hooke's law, although modern theories state that the stress-strain
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relationship is nonlinear and dependent on the pressure applied to the
12earth mass. According to the definition, the greater the modulus of

elasticity, the greater the resistance of the material to elastic

deformation, The modulus of elasticity of a semi-infinite half space

in the one-layer theory is considered to be constant and equal to the

modulus of the subgrade material.

42. Poisson's ratio is mathematically defined by the equation

•-• (28)Cl

where e is the transversal strain and c 1 is the longitudinal strain.

This coefficient expresses the ability of a material to increase its

transverse dimensions when the longitudinal dimensions decrease under

the effect of a compressive force, or decrease its transverse dimensions

when the material is under the effect of longitudinal tensile force. It

varies between 0.0 (for compressible materials) and 0.5 (for nonoompres-

sible materials). Unbound granular materials may be considered to have
13a variation in Poisson's ratio of 0.2 to 0.5. The CE uses 0.5 as

Poisson's ratio of earth materials, and this value is incorporated in

the deflection factor F in Equation 26.

43. In Equation 26, the deflection factor F may be taken directly

from Figure 15, prepared with Poisson's ratio equal to 0.5.

44. As part of an investigation of pressures and deflections in

homogeneous soil masses at WES, Ahlvin and Ulery presented mathematical

expressions from the theory of elasticity and prepared tables that

permit the computation of theoretical stresses, strains, and deflections

under a circular load at any place in the earth's mass, and for any

value of Poisson's ratio. According to Ahlvin and Ulery, the vertical

deflection at a depth z is given by the expression

E [zA + (1 -v)H (29)
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where

p, r, and E have the same meaning as in Equation 26

z w depth, in radii of the loaded area

v - Poisson's ratio

A and H - tabulated functions shown in Tables 2 and 3

145. The above equation may be rearranged as shown below:

A (1 + v) [zA + (1 -v)H) (30)

And, finally, the equation becomes

S• • F(31)•z

where

F- (I + v) [zA + (l- v)H] (32)

and represents a deflection factor that is a function of Poisson's

ratio of the earth mass. Equation 32 may be written for other values

of Poisson's ratio as follows:
For v * 0.5, F a 1.5 (zA + 0.5H)

o.4, F a 1.14 (zA + 0.6H)

0.3, F , 1.3 (zA + 0.7H)

0.2, F w 1.2 (zA + 0.8H)

46. Tables 4, 5, 6, and 7 show the values for Poisson's ratios

of 0.5, 0.4, 0.3, and 0.2, respectively.

Single-Wheel Load

47. Deflections of earth masses under single-wheel loads may be

easily computed by use of either Equation 26 with Figure 15 for Poisson's

ratio equal to 0.5, or Equations 31 and 32 for any value of Poisson's

ratio.
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48. As expected, the deflection factors shown in Figure 15 have

their maximum values at zero offset. The same may be observed in

Tables 2 and 3 for values of A and H . Consequently, the maximum
vertical deflection for a single-wheel load is at the center of the

loaded area and this deflection diminishes with depth. Table 8 contains

the maximum deflection factors for a single-wheel load, for v a 0.5,

o.4, 0.3, and 0.2. These values have been computed by use of Equation 32

and Tables 2 and 3 at zero offset. The maximum deflection factors

for single-wheel loads and for v a 0.5 , as used by the CE, could also

be obtained from Figure 15 at zero offset or computed through the

expression

(33)3 /z + r i

Multiple-Wheel Load

49 . Heavy loads, such as the loads transported by large aircraft,

cannot be delivered to the pavement through a single wheel. Therefore,

multiple-wheel assemblies are used to better distribute the loads on the

pavement surface. In order to design for multiple-wheel gear loads, the

concept of an "equivalent single-wheel load" was developed.1 This concept

replaces in the computations the effect of multiple wheels on the elastic

medium by the effect of a single wheel. The ESWL is therefore a fictitious

load acting on a single wheel that has the same contact area as one wheel

of the assembly, and that produces the same deflection as the whole

assembly at a given depth in the earth mans. In other words, the ESWL,

acting on the pavement surface, produces at a given depth the same

deflection as the multiple-wheel assembly also acting on the pavement

asurface.

50. In computing the ESWL, use is made of the principle of
1

superposition, which says that the effect of the whole assembly at a

particular point in the earth mass is equal to the summation of the
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effects of the individual tires at that point. So, for an n-wheel

assembly, the following equation may be written.

A - A + A + ... + A (34)
fL 1 2 n34

where Am is the deflection due to the multiple-wheel assembly at a

particular point, and A1 , A2 , ... An are the effects of the several

tires of the assembly on the deflection at that point.

51. By combining Equations 32 and 34, the following equation can
be written:

Am E2' + F F) (35)

where F1 * F2  F n are the deflection factors due to the several

tires of the assembly at the point considered. Therefore,

n

Am u F (36)

52. Equation 36 shows the value of the deflection due to the

multiple-wheel gear load at a particular point beneath the assembly.

But, in the computation of the ESWL for pavement design, the maximum

deflection beneath the assembly, at any depth, is needed. A family of

points that represent the maximum deflection factors for the multiple-

wheel load must therefore be found. If F represents the maximum value
nM

of F at any depth, Equation 36 yields:

F - EFr (37)

where AM Is the maximum deflection due to the multiple-wheel assembly
at any depth under the load.

53. According to the definition of EBWL, the following equations

may be written:
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p r
A e F (38)

e E e

and ~

A. e AMN (39)

where A€ is the maximum deflection due to the ESWL, pe Is the ESWL

contact pressure, and F is the maximum deflection factor due to the
ESWL. By definition, the ESWL is a single-wheel load, so its maximum

deflection factor is the same as for a single wheel. Values of F r maye

be taken from Tables 4, 5, 6, and 7 for v a 0.5 , 0.4, 0.3, and 0.2,

respectively.

54. Equations 37, 38, and 39 combined yield

P~r e(J 4o)
E M E a

or

pC M (41)
e

Since the contact area of the ESWL is equal to the contact area of one

wheel of the assembly, the following equations may be written:

F
PeAc pA 0 M (42)

and

FM

Pte l oP d et(43)o
el

55. Equation 43 shows the relationship between the ESWL (P ) and

the load on one tire of the multiple-wheel assembly (P) . The ESWL is
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FM
not a constant, but varies with the deflection factor ratio F- . As

e
considered by the CE for pavement purposes, the deflection factor ratio

and consequently the ESWL vary with depth only.

Coamputation of ESWL

56. To compute the ESWL for a particular multiple-wheel assembly,
the following data must be known: type of assembly, wheel spacing,

assembly load, tire contact area or tire pressure, and Poisson's ratio

of the subgrade material. As mentioned earlier, the CE uses a Poisson's

ratio of 0.5 for materials used in conventional flexible pavements.

5T. Equation h3 shows the ESWL to be a function of the load on one

wheel of the assembly and the ratio of the maximum deflection factor

for the multiple wheels and the maximum deflection factor for the single

wheel. The Fe value is easily obtained, as discussed in previous

paragraphs. To compute FM , the following steps are taken:

26. Compute the maximum deflection factors beneath Qne wheel
of the assembly, as follows: (1) select a wheel and list
its maximum deflection factors (from Table 8) for several
depths, and (2) determine the deflection factors for the
other wheels of the assembly at their offset distances
(Tables 4, 5, 6, or T). The swmnation of the deflection
factors thus obtained, at each depth considered, repre-
sents the maximum deflection factors beneath one wheel
at several depths and yields the maximum deflection factors
curve for one wheel of the assembly.

b. Compute the maximum deflection factors beneath the critical
points. Each configuration must be analyzed on a case-by-
case basis. For example, for a dual-wheel assembly, the
critical point is midway between the two wheels, Beneath
a twin-tandem, the maximum deflection migrates with depth,
from a point beneath the center of one tire contact area
at the pavement surface to the centroid of the assembly
at deep depths. This migration follows a curved path
whose shape depends on the gear geometry. Therefore, the
centroid of the assembly and a point where, according to
good judgment, the flow path is considered to be must be
chosen as critical points,

c. The maximum deflection factors beneath one wheel and
beneath the critical points are plotted and the respective
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curves must be drawn. The maximum deflection factor
beneath one wheel is the maximum at shallow depths. At
deep depths, the FM value lims beneath the centroid of
the gear. Thus, the curves will intersect at some depth.
That portion of each curve in the vicinity of this inter-
section must be interconnected by a smooth curve1 to repre-
sent the maximum F values at all depths (Figure 16).

58. In a previous paragraph, it was stated that the ESWL varies

with depth. Therefore, the usual procedure is to compute the ESWL as a

percent of the assembly load and then plot this percent versus depth

(Figure 17).

Example of ESWL Computation

59. Compute the ESWL for a C-131E aircraft which has the following

characteristics:
1 5

Type of assembly: Twin

Wheel spacing: 26 in.
Assembly load: 27,000 lb (45 percent of the maximum gross

we ight)

Tire pressure: 90 psi

Poisson's ratio of the subgrade material: 0.4

60. The following steps should be followed in computing the ESWL:
a. Compute the load on one tire, P . Since the assembly

has twin wheels,

P . Assembly load Z100 27 1,00b
2 s 13,500 lb

b. Determine the maximum deflection factors for a single
wheel.

61. The maximum deflection factors Fe for a single wheel may
be taken directly from Table 8 for the value of v 0 .04 . The depth
in radii is converted to inches am follows:

a. Calculate the tire contact area A
c

P 13,500A -- • ' 150 sq in.
Ac p 90
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Figure 17. ESWL curve for the C-131.E aircra~ft
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where

P a load on one tire, lb

p w tire pressure, psi

b. The contact area is considered to be circular and the
radius of the area is determined:

r = • 6.91 in.

62. The values of the maximum deflection factors for a single

wheel and for a Poisson's ratio of 0.4 are listed again in Table 9.

63. Determine the maximum deflection factors for the multiple-

wheel gear as follows:

a. The maximum deflection factors beneath one wheel of the
assembly must be determined. For the twin assembly, the
maximum deflection factor directly under one wheel is the
summation of the effects of both wheels at the center line
of one of them. In other words, the maximum deflection
beneath one wheel is equal to the maximum deflection under
a single wheel, plus the deflection produced under that
wheel by the other wheel. The maximum deflection factors
beneath a single wheel may be taken directly from Table 8.
The distance between the two wheels is 26 in., or
3.76 radii. Therefore, the deflection factors at the
offsot distance of the other wheel may be taken from
Table 5, through a linear interpolation, for an offset
distance equal to 3.76 radii. These values are shown in
Table 10.

b. The maximum deflection factors midway between the two
wheels of the twin assembly must now be found. This
point corresponds to an offset distance of 1.88 radii
"Orom each wheel. These factors are shown in Table 11.

c. Curves can be drawn (Figure 16) using the values of F
computed beneath one wheel and beneath the centroid o0 M
the assembly. These two curves are then connected by
drawing a smooth curve at the point of intersection of
the two curves. This combined curve represents the
maximum deflection factors under the C-131E aircraft.

64. The ESWL can now be computed using the deflection factors

taken from the maximum deflection factor curve (see Table 12). A

curve of the ESWL in percent of assembly load can now be constructed,

as presented in Figure 17.
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PART IV- CONSTRUCTION OF CBB DESIGN CURVES

CBR Ecuation

65. The purpose of a pavement is to protect the subgrade from

shear failure due to the loads applied at the pavement surface. These

loads are applied through tires to the pavement, which spreads the

stresses to the point where they do not exceed the strengths of the

various pavement layers or the subgrade. Therefore, data such as

magnitude of load, tire arrangement, the number of repetitions, and

the soil strength are of primary importance for pavement design.

66. The CE uses CBR as a measure of soil strength. It is obtained

by use of a standardized test method that gives at indication of the

resistance of a soil to the penetration of a piston having an end area

of 3 sq in. The CBR is a percentage of a standard resistance 6 but

is presented as a dimensionless index number.

67. In Part II of this report it was shown that the design thick-

ness of a pavement was equal to a standard thickness, T , corrected by

a load repetitions factor, a . In recent years, this standard thick-

ness has been computed using the following CBR equation, which was

adequate for low strengths but which had to be modified in the high

strength range for pavement stability and longevity.

T (-44)

In this equation, T is the thickness in inches- P is measured in
"pounds and represents the tire load for a single-wheel gear, or the ESWL

for multiple-wheel loads; and A is the tire contact area in square

inches, usually considered equal to the quotient of the tire load and

the tire pressure.

68. This equation was developed primarily from performance data

but makes some use of theoretical concepts. It was developed from actual

data taken from test sections and airfields in use, with some considera-

tion of the pattern of stresses under a uniform circular load in a
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homogeneous, isotropic, and elastic half space. The mathematical

developments leading to the CBR equation may be found in Reference 2.

69. Equation 44 can also be written as follows:-

T- P .l• pff)

where p is the average tire contact pressure in psi. And, finally,
TCB

Equation 45 may be expressed in terms of two parameters, and n R

as follows: 
0

Tý (4~6)
48.l1 wB

p

The above parameters can be plotted as a combined CBR curve as shown in

Figure 18.
T

70. An analysis of Equation 46 shove the parameter M to have

real values in the interval

0 c 2BR 0.39
p

71. For the upper values of CB.nfl ,f
P

zero, which indicates that the underlying layer is sufficiently strong

and does not need a pavement layer to protect it.2 However, in practice,

a minimum thickness of pavement is required to provide a wearing surface

and durability, The CBR curve can be adjusted to incorporate these

minimum thickness requirements..

72. Recently, a new versus relation was developed using
pW

data from extensive tests conducted at WES with multiple-wheel heavy

gear loads, 9 ' 1 0 as well as data from earlier test sections.3 The new

curve (Figure 19) coincides with the curve shown in Figure 18 for the

lower values of CBR The statistical equation of the best-fit curve,
PCR T

in terms of the same parameters - and is:
pc
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Figure 18. Curve from CBR equation
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- o.o481 - 1.562 (log -0.641 (log C
p p

-0.730 (log CBf) 3]

Both Equation 47 and the curve in Figure 19 can be used to compute the

pavement thickness for any value of CBR. No adjustment of this curve

is required for the higher values of CBR
p

T3. Equations 44 and )45, as well as the curve in Figure 18, may

still be used in computing pavement thickness on subgrades with CBR

values up to about 12-15.
74. The computation of pavement thickness for single-wheel loads

may be done by direct use of the above methodology. The computation of

pavement thickness for multiple-wheel loads may be accomplished in a

manner similar to that for single-wheel loads, but since the ESWL does

not have a fixed value and instead varies with depth, the value to be

used in the CBR equation must be determined for the pavement thickness.

Two situations are normally considered in determining the CBR/thickness

relationship as follows:

a. When the CBR of the underlying layer is known, the thick-
ness of pavement is computed. For single wheels, this can
be accomplished directly through use of the equations.
However, for multiple-wheel loads an iterative procedure
is required. In this procedure, a thickness is assumed
and the corresponding ESWL and tire pressure are computed.
Then, by use of Figure 19, a value of thickness can be
computed. This result is then compared with the assumed
value. If they are not sufficiently close, a new thickness
is assumed, close to the computed thickness, and the calcu-
lations repeated. When the assumed and computed values
are sufficiently close, the CBR equation or its curve and
EGWL have been properly used.

b. When the thickness is fixed and the CBR is desired, the
ESWL at tVe fixed depth can be computed and no trial-and-
error procedure is involved in the use of the CBR equation
or its curve.
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CBR Design Curves .for Aircraft

75. A set of design curves may be constructed based upon the
procedures presented above, by repeating the calculations for various
loads, traffic levels, or thicknesses. The calculations may be made
simpler when numerous valies are needed by assuming the pavement thick-
nesses and calculating the CBE required, This eliminates the trial-
and-error procedures. Part V of this report has been prepared in order
to illustrate the development of a set of design curves through applica-
tion of the entire procedure presented herein.
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PART V: COMPLETE EXAMPLE OF THE CONSTRUCTION

OF CBR DESIGN CURVES FOR AIRFIELDS

Introduction

76. This part was prepared in order to show a complete example of

the development of CBR design curves for flexible pavements. This

example will be for the C-141A aircraft, which is currently used by

the Air Force for the design of medium-load airfields.

Example Problem

77. Assume a set of design curves for taxiways is desired. for

10,000, 50,000, and 100,000 passes of the C-141A aircraft hav4ng the

following characteristics:

Gear configuration: Twin-tandem tricycle (Figure 20)

Wheel spacing: 32.5 by 48.o in.

Tread (TW): 210 in.

Tire width (W ): 12.6 in.

Tire contact area (A ): 208 sq in.

Maximum takeoff weight: 320.0 kips

Poisson's ratio is assumed to be 0.5.

78. The solution of this problem may be divided into three parts:

(a) computation of the pass-per-coverage ratio, (b) computation of the

ESWL, and (c) computation of thickness requirements,

Computation of pass-per-
coverage ratio

79. Since the main gear is a twin-tandem arrangement, the pass-per-

coverage ratio is given by Equation 23:

P 1
Sf(Xoc Wt

where f(x ) is the maximum ordinate of the cumulative distribution

curve and Wt is the tire width.
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Figure 20. C-141A landing gear configuration

80. A twin-tandem assembly is composed of two twin wheels in

tandem, having the same wheel path and producing identical cumulative
distribution curves. Therefore, the ordinates of a twin-tandem cumula-
tive distribution curve equal two times the corresponding ordinates of

the cumulative curve of one of the twins. The cumulative curve of a

twin is obtained by graphical addition of the overlapping ordinates of

two adjacent OND curves for one wheel, separated by a distance equal to

the wheel spacing.

81. The ordinates of a OND curve of one wheel are given by

Equation J.

f(x) - f()
x

According to Equation 16, for a wander width equal to 70 in., used

currently for taxiways, ax equals 30.43 in. The values of z and

47 ,
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f(z) may be taken from Table 1. Table 13 may then be prepared for the

construction of the GND curve for one wheel.

82. Using the values in Table 13, two equal curves can be drawn

(Figure 21) 32.5 in. apart to represent the effect of the front or rear

twin wheels. Each solid line represents one wheel. The dashed line

represents the cumulative curve for the two wheels., The cumulative valkae

of the ordinates for the twin-tandem is double the value of the dashed

line. So,

f(xo) * 2 x 0.0231 * 0.o462

83. Since the wander is 70 in. and the spacing between the center

lines of inside wheels (Tw - St) is greater than 100 in,, the cumulative

curves of one twin-tandem gear will have no influence on the other.

Therefore, the maximum ordinate for the C-141A aircraft is f(xo)oc
0.0462

84. The maximum ordinate could also be found in a simple manner by

use of the chart in Figure 10, without need of constructing the OND

curves,

85. With the known values of f(xo) and Wt , the pass-per-

coverage ratio can be computed, as follows:

P I

F! 0 _u0 7rXl270u 1.72

Computat ion of ESWL

86. The ESWL is computed through Equation 43:

FMPe " P -

e

where P is the load on one wheel of the assembly, FM is the maximum

deflection factor for the multiple-wheel assembly, and F is the single-
e

wheel maximum deflection factor. This example will be for one main

landing gear consisting of four tires.
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Figure 21. ONDf curve, front or rear twin of the C-141A main gear
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a. Determine the load on one wheel MP). The load on one
main gear of the C-14lA is considered equal to 45 percent
of the aircraft gross weight. Since the assembly has four
tires, P may be computed as shown below:

P x 0o,45 x 320,000 * 36,O00 lb

b. Determine single-wheel deflection factors. The ESWL is,
by definition, a single-wheel load; therefore, the maximum
deflection factors for a single wheel (Fe) may be taken
from Table 8 for v * 0.5. Since the tire contact area is
considered circular, the radius isi

r 7r 8.124 in.

The Fe values for various depths taken from Table 8
relate to depth as shown in Table 14.

A' Determine maximum multiple-wheel deflection factors.

(1) The first step in determining the maximum deflection
factors for a multiple-wheel assembly is to compute
the deflection factors beneath one wheel of the
assembly (point 1, Figure 22). For a twin-tandem
gear, the maximum deflection factors beneath one
wheel are the summation of the maximum deflection
factors produced by one wheel (zero offset) plus the
deflection factors produced by the other wheels at
their offset distances.

(2) The maximum deflection factors beneath one wheel at
zero offset may be taken from Table 8. The maximum
deflection factors at the offset distances of the
other wheels may be taken from Table 4, by linear
interpolation. For the offset distances of 32.5 in.
or 3.99 radii, 48.0 in, or 5.90 radii, and 47,96 in,
or 7,12 radii, the deflection factors will be as shown
in Table 15.

(3) The secornd step is to compute the deflection factors at
the centroid of the assembly (point 2 in Figure 22), or
at 3,56 radii from all wheels. The deflection factors
at this point due to the whole assembly equal four times
the factor for one wheel. Table 16 shows the maximum
deflection factors at the centroid of the assembly
obtained from Table 4.
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(4) The two points considered above are the easiest to
identify as critical points under any kind of gear.
It is known that, under a twin-tandem assembly, the
maximum deflection factors migrate with depth, through
a curve starting Just beneath the center of one wheel
and ending beneath the centroid of the assembly. This
path varies according to the gear geometry, and there
is no practical way to identify it. Therefore, a third
point is selected arbitrarily, where the migration path
is more likely to be. This third point helps to con-
struct the final maximum deflection curves, given
basically by the first two curves. It may be necessary
at times to select more than three points to fully
define the maximum deflection curve.

(5) Select an intermediate point (point 3 in Figure 22)
whose offset distances to the four wheels are 14 in.
or 1.72 radii, 21 in. or 2.58 radii, 43 in. or 5.28
radii, and 46 in. or 5.61 radii. Table 17 shows the
deflection factors for this point.

(6) The next step is to draw the deflection factor curves
corresponding to the critical points studied (Figure 22).
As can be seen, at shallow depths the deflection factors
are maximum at point 1. At deep depths, the maximum
deflection factors occur at point 2. At intermediate
depths, the maximum deflection factors occur at point 3,
which assists in construction of a dashed curve that
provides a transition between the other curves. The
combined curve represents the maximum deflection
factors beneath the assembly. With values taken from
this curve, the ESWL corresponding to various depths
can be computed.

(7) The ESWL is usually computed in percent of the assembly
load. Table 18 can help in the computations. Using
these values, a curve of the ESWL in percent of the
assembly load versus depth can be constructed, as shown
in Figure 23.

(8) This procedure may be followed for other groupings of
tires to insure that the maximum ESWL has been obtained.

Determination of CBR/thickness
requirements

87. The CBR versus thickness curves may be developed for any

loading condition. This example is for the C-141A and the calculations

herein are for a 320,000-lb gross weight. The calculation of the CBR-

thickness relationships may be accomplished by hand calculations or by

computer. Both methods will be presented in this report. Appendix A
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contains the procedures for determining thickness requirements using the

compui.-r program. This portion of the report will present the hand method

of calculation, which follows several distinct steps. These steps are

illustrated in Tables 19, 20, and 21, which present calculations for

10,000, 50,000, and 100,000 passes.

a. Ste; 1. The initial step in the procedure is to assume a
series of thicknesses for which it is desired to calculate
the corresponding CBR values.

b. Step 2. The second step is to convert the thicknesses
assumed above for particular pass levels to standard thick-
nesses using the load repetition factors (a) from

Figure 2.4. This figure is presented in terms of coverages;
therefore, the number of passes must be converted to cov-
erages using the pass- er-coverage ratio of 1.72 calculated
previously for the C-I1IA. The 10,000 passes convert to
5,814 coverages and yield an c of 0.791, the 50,000 passes
convert to 29,069 coverages and yield an a of 0.87, and
the 100,000 passes convert to 58,140 coverages and yield an
a of 0.90,

•. Step 3. The standard thicknesses are divided by the square
T

root of the contact area. The V values are then used
CER

to enter Figure 19 and corresponding values of C- are
determined, Fe

d. Step 4. Determine the ESWL at the aissumed depths using
values of ESWL as a percent of the assembly load obtained
from Figure 23. Divide the ESWL by the contact area of
one tire to obtain the ESWL tire pressure (pe.

C BB
e. Step 5. The -- values are then multiplied by the cor-

responding p values to obtain the CBR required below
the assumed tfickness.

88. This procedure is repeated for each desired load or pass level.

The final CBR versus thickness curves can now be plotted for each pass

level a& *1-- 4.n Figure 24.
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Table 1

Ordinates and Area Under the SND Curve

Sz Area Under the Curve
in standard deviations f(z) Percent

0.00 0.3989 0.00
0.20 0.3910 7.93
0.50 0.3521 19.15
1,00 0.2420 34.13
1.15 0.2059 37.49
1.50 0,1295 43.32
2.00 0.05o0 47.72
3.00 o.0oo44 49.87
3.99 0.0001 50.00
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Table 8

Maximum Deflection Factors for Single Wheels

Depth z Maximum Deflection Factors
in radii v 0,5 v a 0.4 v w 0.3 v 0.2

0.0 1,500 1.68o 1.820 1.920
0.1 1.1493 1.646 1.7614 1.6846
0.2 1.1471 1.602 1.701 1.767
0.3 1.437 1.549 1.632 1.685
0o.4 1.393 1.489 1.559 1.602
0.5 1,342 1.1425 1.14814 1.518
0.6 1.286 1.359 i.14o9 1.437
0.7 1.229 1.293 1.336 1.358
0.8 1.171 1.228 1.265 1.283
0.9 1.115 1.165 1,198 1.213
1.0 I.o61 1,lO6 1.135 1.i47
1.2 O.960 0.998 1.021 1.029
1,5 0.832 o,861 0.879 o.884
2.0 0.671 0.692 0.704 0.70T
2.5 0.557 0.574 0.583 o.•84
3.0 0,4714 0.1488 o.496 o.1496
4.o o,364 0.3714 0.379 0.380
5.0 0.294 0.302 0.306 0.307
6.0 0.247 0,253 0.257 0.257
7.0 0.212 0.-18 0.221 0.221
8.0 0.186 0.191 0.194 0.191
9.0 0.166 0A170 0.172 0.172



Table 9

Maximum Deflection Factors for Single Wheel- v a 0.4

Depth F Depth
radii in. e radii in. e

0.0 o.oo i.680 3.0 20.73 o,488
0.1 0.69 1.646 4,0 27.64 o.374
0.2 1.38 1.602 5.0 34.55 0.302
0.5 3.46 1.425 6.0 41.46 0.253
1.0 6,91 1.106 7,0 48.37 0.218
1.5 10.37 o.861 8.0 55.28 0.191
2.0 13.8 0.692 9.0 62.19 0.170

- . , . .. " .



Table 10

Deflection Factors Beneath One Tire
for Riltiple Wheels

Multiple-Wheel
Deflection

Single-Wheel Deflection Factors
Depth Factors, PF FM

0,O-radii 3,76-radii 0.0-radii
radii in. offset offset offset
(1( (1) (2) -. (U) + (,4)

0.0 0.00 1.680 0.229 1.909
0.1 0.69 1.646 0.229 1.875
0.2 1.38 1.602 0,229 1.831
0.5 3.46 1. 425 0.231 1.656
1.0 6.9w 1.106 0,233 1.339
1.5 10.37 o.861 0.238 1.099
2.0 13.82 0.692 0.239 0.931
3.0 20.73 0.488 0,234 0.722
4o0 ý7.64 0.374 0.221 0.595
5.0 34.55 0.302 0,205 0.507
6.u 41.46 0.253 0.189 0.442
7.0 48.37 0.218 o.173 0.391
8.0 55.28 0.191 0.159 0.350
9.0 62.19 0.170 o.146 0.316

. .1
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Table 11

Multigle-Wheel Deflection Factors Under Center of Gravity

Deflection Factors
Single Wheel, Fe Multiple Wheel, FMe FM

Depth 1.88-radii Center ofradii in. offset assembly

(2)((3) ( 2 x 3

0.0 0.00 0.510 1.020
0.1 0.69 0.509 1,018
0.2 1.38 0.507 1,Ol4
0.5 3.46 0.505 1.010
1.0 6.91 o.496 0.992
1.5 10.37 0.472 0,944
2.0 13.82 0.441 0.882
3.0 20.73 0.373 0.746
4.0 27.64 0.315 0.630
5.0 34.55 0.268 0.536
6.0 41.46 0.232 o.464
7.0 48.37 0.204 0.408
8.0 55.28 0.181 0.362
9.0 62.19 0.163 0.326

1,
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Table 13

Ordinates of OND Curve

x ax z f(x) f(L )
z 0~)in

0.00 0.3989 0.0 0.0131
0.20 0.3910 6,1 0.0128
0.50 0.3521 15.2 0.0116
1.00 0.2420 30.4 0.0080
1.50 0.1295 45.6 0.0042
2.00 0.0540 60,9 0,0018

Table 14

Maximum Deflection Factor-, for Single Wheel- v - 0.5

De~pth FDepth
radii in. e radii in. •

0.0 0.00 1.500 3.0 24.42 0.4T74
0.1 0.81 1.493 4.o 32.56 0.364
0.2 1.63 1.471 5.0 40,70 0.294
0.5 4.07 1.342 6.o 48.84 0.247
1.0 8.14 1.o61 7.0 56.98 0.212
1.5 12.21 0.832 8.0 65,12 o,186
2.0 16.28 0.671 9.0 73.26 0.166

('.' AV~~



Table 15

Deflection Factors Beneath One Wheel for Twin-Tandem Gear

Deflection Factors at Indi-
Depth cated Offset for Single Wheel Multiple-Wheel

0.00 3.99 5.90 7.12 Deflection Factors Below
radli in,." radii radii radli radii One Wheel (Point 1)

0.0 0.00 1.500 0.190 01128 0.105 1.923
0.1 0.81 1.493 0,190 0.128 0.105 i,916
0.2 1.63 1.471 0.190 0.128 0.105 1.894
0.5 4.07 1.342 0.192 0.129 0.106 1.769
1,0 8.14 1.061 0.195 0.130 0.107 1.493
1,5 12.21 0.832 0.200 0.132 0.108 1.272
2.0 16.28 0.671 0.204 0.134 0,109 1.118
3.0 24.42 0.474 0.206 0.138 0.112 0.930
4,o 32.56 0.364 0.199 0,139 0.i14 0.816
5.0 4o.70 0.294 0.188 0.137 0.115 0.734
6.0 48.84 0.247 0.175 0.135 0.114 0.671
7.0 56.98 0.212 0.162 0.130 0.112 o.616
8.0 65.12 0,186 0.150 0.124 0.O09 0.569
9.0 73.26 0.166 0.139 0.118 0.106 0.529

--- ---- ---- --
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Table 16
Deflection Factors at Centroid of Auseszn,%

for Tvi, n-Tandem aear

-.. tiple-Whesl
single-Wheal Deflection Factors

' Deflection Factors at Centroid ofP"Deth at 3.56-Radii Assembly (point 2
i•Rd[, i. , Offset _of FPIr 22)

0.•o,0 0.0 0.o,218 o, 8720.1 0,8.1 o,.218 0.7
0.5 i .63 0.218 0:872
0.5 07 0.220 0.8801.0 8.14h 0.225 0. 900
1.5 12.23 0.232 0.9282.0 16.28 0.235 0.9g03.o 24.42 0.231 0.9244.o 32.56 0.219 0.876
5.0 4o.7'0 0.030812
6.o 48.84 0,203 0.8126.0 •8,8• o,186 o7
7.0 56.98 0,170 0.680
8.o 651,2 0.156 o.6249.0 73,26 o.143 0.572

v 
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Table 17

Deflection Factors at Intermediate Point for Twin-Tandem Gear

"Single-Wheel Deflection
Depth Factors at Indicated Offset Multiple-Wheel

1,72 2.58 5.28 5. 1 Deflection Factors at
radii in. radii radii radii radii Point 3

0.0 0.00 0.547 0.310 0.143 0.135 1.135
0.1 0.81 0,545 0.310 o.144 0.136 1.135
0.2 1.63 0.544 0.311 0,l144 0.136 1.135
0.5 4,07 0,537 0.317 o.144 0.136 1.134
1.0 8.14 0.517 0.328 o.146 0.137 1.128
1.5 12,21 0,485 0.332 o.148 0,1.9 1.104
2.0 16.28 o.447 0.327 0.151 0.142 1,067
3.0 214.142 0.372 0.300 0.155 O.a46 0.973
4.0 32.56 0.311 0.267 0.155 o.147 0,880
5.0 4o.70 0.264 0,236 0.152 o,144 0,796
6.0 48,814 0.228 o,210 o.1147 o.io 0.725
7.0 56.98 0.200 0.188 o.14o 0,135 0.663
8.0 65.12 0.177 0,169 0,132 0,128 0o606
9.0 73.26 0.159 0.153 0.125 0.121 0.558
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Table 19

Thickness/CBR Requirements for 10,000 Passes

Assumed
Thickness Load Standar~d

I. Repetition Thickness T 2R EW
(tFactor in.P l

10.000) lb) TCe CBR

ýv3 0.798 3.79 0.263 o,41i6 146,368 222.92 92.73
II5 6.32 0.1438 0.259 147,808 229.85 59.53

10 3.2.614 0.877 0.113 52,128 250.62 28.32
15 18.96 1.315 m.61 58,176 279.69 17.06
20 25.28 1,753 0.0361 65,9!1 317.08 11.:45
25 31.61 2.192 0.0214 714X8& 360.00 8.614
30 37.93 2.630 0.0171 83,232 1400,15 6.814
4o 50.57 3.507 0,0098 98,1496 1473-514 14.66
50 63.21 14.383 0.063 110,592 531.69 3.35
60 75.85 5.260 0.0044 117,6148 565.62 2.149

70 88.50 6.137 0.0032 122,976 591.23 1.92

Table 20

Thickness/CBR Rec~uirements for 50,000 Passe.

Thisumed Load Standard
Thcns epetition Thickness TEW

(tFactor in. - SW

(5 0 ,0 0 0  (a (T - -7 lb___ - -B

3 0.87 3.144 0.239 o.4414 146,368 222.92 98.30
5 5,75 0,399 0.283 147,808 229.85 65.o14

10 11.49 0.797 0.129 52,128 250.62 3P.33
15 1T.214 1.196 0.0722 58,176 279-69 20.19
20 22.99 1.594 0m043 65,952 317.08 13.63
25 28.7T4 1.993 0.0285 714,88o 360.00 10.26
30 314.148 2.391 0.02014 83,232 1400,15 8,16
140 145.98 3,188 0.018 98,1496 1473.514 5.56
50 I57.147 3.985 0.0076 110,592 531.69 14.05
6o 68.97 14,783 0.0053 117,6148 565.62 3.00
70 6o.146 5.580 0.0040 122,976 591.23 2.36



Table 21

Thickness/CBR Requirements for 100,000 PasBes

AssumedAssumed Load Standard

in. Repetition Thickness T CBRI Factor in. ESWL(t 100,000, (1) ,(T) 3 -r Pe lbo Pe CBR

3 0.90 3.33 0.231 o.445 46,368 222.92 99.2
5 5.56 0.385 0.290 47,808 229.85 66.66
10 11.11 0.771 0.135 52:128 250.62 33.83

I:15 16.66 1.156 0.076 58,176 2T9.69 21.26
20 '22.22 1.541 0.0455 65,952 317.08 14.43
25 27.T8 1.926 0.03o4 T4 ,880 360.00 lO.g4
30 33.33 2.312 0.0219 83 232 400.15 8.7`6
4o 44.44b 3.082 0.0126 98:496 473.54 5.9T
50 55.56 3.853 0.0082 110,592 531.69 4.33
6o 66.67 4.623 0.0057 117,64•8 565.62 3.22
70 77.78 5.394 0.0042 122,9T6 591.23 2.50
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APPENDIX A: COMPUTER DETERMINATION OF
CBR/THICKNESS REQUIREMENTS

The procedure for calculating CBR/thickness design curves has been

computerized with the exception of the pass-per-coverage ratios. This

appendix presents an input guide, an input file, a problem output, and

a program listing for this procedure. The problem output is for the

C-141A aircraft as presented in the example in Part V of the main text.

The basic data for the problem are:

Aircraft gross weight - 320,000 lb

Tire contact area - 208 sq in.

Tire pressure a 173 psi

Number of wheels under consideration = 4

Tire spacing a 32.5 in. by 48 in.
(Figure Al)

Other required data are:

Pass levels a 1-7 pass levels as selected. Three pass levels
of 10,000, 50,000, and lO0$,O00 were selected for
this example.

Alpha values a 1-7 alpha values corresponding to the selected
pass levels are obtained from Figure 14 of the
main text. Alpha values for this example are
0,798, 0.87, and 0,90.

Radii w The radius of the tire contact area, assuming
the area to be a circle. For this example,

r Y 8.13 in.
Grid location and dimensions n The grid is used in the search

for the position of maximum deflection for ESWL
calculations. Location of the grid may be a
trial-and-error procedure for a particular gear,
although, with experience, this location can be
determined by good engineering Judgment. The
values of OX and GY represent the X-Y origin
"of the grid, DOX and DGY the distance between
grid lines, and XK and YK the number of grid
lines in each direction. The grid used in the
sample problem ie shown in Figure Al. Normally,
the dimensions between grid lines should be in
the order of 1/2 radii.

Al
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Y-AXIS

T -- •(0,48) E (32.5,48)

48

I o~o) -~ AXIS2(0,0) Ij (32,50o) -- •A~

. WHEEL CONFIGURATION^ COORDINATES • GRID LOCATION

(0,2a4) ...... (16.5,24)

X .DATA Y- DATA

8" GX O. GY- 0.
- -L D G X- 4.0625 DGY= 6.

XR- S. YK-5.

(o,o) -- - - - (, .. ,o)
ýt•.0625"

..b., GRID DIMENSIONS ý COORDINATES

Figure Al. C-l14A gear and grid for ESWL determinations
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Depth for solution = Maximum of 8 and minimum of 2 depths.
Input by the number of depths (ZK) and incre-
ment (DZ) between depths.

Input Guide

Read Number of Wheels.

Line 100 NW

Read in X-Coordinates.

Line 110 X(i), i Z 1, NW

Read in Y-Coordinates.

Line 120 Y(i), i - 1, NW

Note: If NW > 8, then 8 coordinates are the maximum allowed on one data
line.

Read Grid Displacement, Increment, and Size for X Axis, then Y Axis.

Line 150 GX, DGX, XX, GY, DGY, YK

Read Number of Depths and Depth Increment.

Line 160 ZK, DZ

Read Number of Maximum Ordered Displacements per Depth.

Line 170 KKZ

Read Number of Sets of Pressures, Radii, and Passes.
Line 180 IPR

Read Equivalent Single-Wheel Radius and Pressure.

Line 190 RESW, Pl1SW
Read Number of Pass Levels and Alpha Values.

Line 200 NAL

Read Passes.

Line 210 NCC(i), i - 1, NAL

Read Alpha Values.
Line 220 B(i), i - 1, NAL

Read Contact Area.

Line 230 CAREA

If another problem desired, return to first input, line 100, and
repeat steps through line 230. Begin next problem with a line
number greater than 230. The program has no restrictions as to
how many problems may be attempted in one run.

A3
*1/

Li



input File

LIST TIFILE

100 4
110 0. 32.5 32.5 0. _,pu',
120 0. 0. 48. 48...
150 0. 4. 0625 5. 0l. 6. 5. -- VI
160 8. 2.
170 2
ISO 1
190 8.1:3 173.
200 3
210 10000 500:0'oo 1olooo
220 0.79,.: 0.87 C0.9
2:30 20:3.

Ah ?

,* ,~:*
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Page 1 of' 8
PROGRAM LISTING

703~2T 01 C2u?1 77 11,1866

lone I.'.. MAR. 69
Line WES moo 4l.02'HO.±44

12c P900 41-20.001 GROUND FLOTATION DESIGN so# BOEING AIRCRAFT
13hc DOCUMENT 0)6w4086TN TRANSPORT DIVISION, RON 70y, RBNTON# WASH;

15e NOTEI TU THE ORIGINAL 60P.ING PROrRAm THEMPAVEMEN1 DESIGN
¶1650 DtV1IiON I S4PLp WdES# HAS MADE SEVEWAI. CIANGIE, THE TWICKN!E9

i.7hC SOLU~TON WAS REPLACED WITH' AN INTERP0LATION SOHIME. THE
lebr ?W~tKNNSS 1S NOW DEPIlVED FROM ChRiP VS I T/SoR(Aj ei'aRVI,

1900 ?WE 00D FPIPECENT DESIGN ?HICKNF.RS) HAS BEEN W5LACEO

CAC0 WATH ýNVIhHA VALe THE TEAM COVIRAGES IS REPLACED WITH
226C
2UfC THIS PROGRAM 1CHANG4I IS IDFNyICAI. TO IcHANG2v
246C WITM ONE EXCEPTION, AN OPTION IS AVAILABLE TO RUN 107
2SAC PASS LEVELS'.
260C
27AC

296C
300C 32 NW NUMBER OF WHEE6S
316C 32 XtNw) X COORDINATE IN, IN,

3118C 3;) %(%JWI Y COORDINATE IN, IN. 1
3'h' 32 MAv NW I RADIUS IN, IN,

346C 32 RAAI2(NW) RADIUS SOUAROD IN.
35C 3? 1RRNW) PRESSUR0 PSI.

360C OX X COOED OF GRIQCDISPLC1 DuX DELTA U
37mc Ox Y COORD OF GRID(DhSPLC) DOV DELTA
380C XKuKX NUmRER GRID LINKS (SIZE)
395C YK.KY NpUMAER GRI H10 3(SZ
4000 Z~K NiUMBER 0F DER HS
41.00 In* PHI1 ANGLI USIýD IN INTEGRATICN
4Wj in*. CS CUISNE Q! PH4I
43hc In* SN? $0OF0 SINIE OF PHI
44aC 0A11018 S(I.JsK) DISPLACFsifiJT
45flC 6 KKZ NUMsER Cr mAx, OR~iRF.D CISPLACEMeNTS/O6PTH
46Mc IPR NUMBER SETS OF PRIS9.oRjflII1 COWkAGES 1PROgN
470C 5 C ITIH COVERAGE VALU
41 0 8 2 DEPTO OF ITH wi!EI.

8 72 ZII) SPIUAREOb

51nC RUNNING TIME- (MINUTES) 4 NVW 0 KX e Ky * K2 / 0
52he
53h COMMON x(32),Y(32),RAflcSv) RAD2I3k)ePR(321
540 COMMON XG(1I ,sYG(iO) .(10 '10s8)

SO CfMMON Z)'.Z (A) ,XL0cfs,'i6~YLOC18#Q,O6 SO(8sf6)
56a COMMON C(5)sEiWL(8)sCp.A( s I
57n CnMMON 5NP(1Ob#CS(II.I
son DIMEN41tJN KTILLk(541
591,
60h(' x(Nw). Y(NW)t RADCNVJ), NA12INW), PR(NWI

A6L



Page 2 of 6

7032T 01 Ml202I77 11.1.86

62hC X04XK)# YGCYK~o S(XK, VK" ZKý
63 Ac
64fIC ZZK)' 7207K), XLOC(Zg~C KovZ) yiaCm(ZK, Kz);S~K KRZ)

66mC CCI), ESWL(ZK)i CBR(ZK1' 5)

66 DMENSION 8(7hNCCC7)

7?A06, DATAS9 ,n58,.0'S,.0. *0'S5..'14t; to3 02,'l .1 09 09

7$nfl8006 46.f 0I5',OQ'S, .04'S,,OO4 .. 04i.O041O,9,002I,02.037,,.03645.
81n4.002b,,00:,OCO87,.OOO,,,0O06 ,,019#

53A DATA vf. q6 O,.~5 0..6,.6,.7 01

95hA'13,468,3766'3,82A.4s1A,4,321,.4301,445 j,46o,937,102C 5,1o913
96fl~.91JA.39;.0077.e~7B,384 $&1,9 674,11'.1:98, g73;!,76#

970814, f'S,15. 7/
g"799 FORMA5tn,

1000C IN*ee..oe ~ PUT PORMAybi
10; n 701~ FORMAT I SHO IX 10 AHRY /

10;0 FORMAT C,0 4
to 0 ot FORMAT CiWF.,')

1040 802 FORMqAT (917)
IfWj 605 FORMAT ( IHI OH TIMING / 20H 4(yKX.KZpM*KA4TImq 917*0 r7,211HI
IOGOC ***~Oe**e OUYPiT FMRMATS

JOO90 ORM:r 41141) (AIU 2/r
1090 901 FORMAT( IOX I40WGPOQJND !L0TATION LESIQN PRCGRAM RESULTS /1/)

jUpO 90 FORMAT (23s2n~
1110 903 FORMAC23HNU4Po O S(MXMM3)/0

1130 90qS !0RMAT(231HY COOPDVIATUS OF WHR~S0'9F8,2)j

A7



Pa~ge 3 of' 8

7032T 01i 0262i-77 114166

1140 906 FORMA?('OC, Or ORDI-000 INCRT ,NO, Or LINS(MAX(Ja)I'

1160 90; 7IORMAY(INUMp9!n OF rJEP (MAX 08) AND 0EP, tNCRgMSN?

1180 90s FO0AMAcIDESIPED NO, or ')RD, mAx, DISPLcmTs PER

12404DCP (NAXOb)',#,t8
12PO 9&0 F 7OMY'O O9AF ERENCE ~RADISS~ A AND COV.WF12
1230 0170 rORLM'dA)(HRSUES(F'2

1240 912 rORMAT(SHRADhI/49!8,211
1250 913 FORMAT(6HPASSES/C0I10)H
1140 9U4 FORMAT(4X;InEPTH',4X,?Dsr,t1,4K.'X.CRtI'.13X.'y.Cm0,',

ul917 FORMAT F9 3HFtR. #F . 7 X$,i/ i3tF9ag i9R.1

1307;WT:#4'HS~5#WA~ls4:RlfS4 WPASESs X,

PRINT 900
Ho920 FORMATtl( J THEOW, DEFLECTION tit, MAX- FFE

130041S I;F7,2,6 RADII M/
100f 924 FORMATJ19HALPHA VALUES3 MAX(7)t/tjF(0:1O; )
10~0 926 rORMAT IHCONTACT AHEAsMO'I.21

1440 928 !0RMA7(15#3CNoX,3HCPo~SH7t~4R4EW, T6PSS~
1450a4X,6HPASSFS,5X,5HDCPTw,,,3lXI6W4PcwNflS,2I10.6X.3HNlij,(r9, s ,aF10,id
1460 92~9 F0RMAT(l5X;3HC8RR.I 3I 4'4R,7X;3HC8Fk,7X#'H-T-i/,4X, 4HDSWL~g pXt.,H
1470 £pqSESEj,4 X.Oi4PAS5 S,4X,614pAS SF1,tXi HU01N,/3X#6HPO)UNj)8#,SIO1,6 #3HINi,
14An&/, F9l0V471O,2,)
1490 93M FORMAT(IStX.3HCOP)R7X,3 411R, 7XaIJwCBl,7XJHCBRp7 ,LJH.T:;/;4Xt
jIflod4HFSWL,5X,6HPASS S, 4X.'H~ 6AS6FI, 4X. HPASLbESl X SHP S Be ,X,5MD EPTN

1590 940 FORMA!(V
5,0 CALL ATTACW(1,HPOSF4/DFIý-Flt8J'fl,,I

104n 500 CONTINUF
1550 PRINT001
15AoC HEAD CURRENT TITLE CARD
Isf0 READ 799
194n PEAb(i.940)LINVNO,NWJ

I660 RFAb(1.94CI)LINENOjdX(I )' I'NW)
16TO on TO 692
16PO 691 CnNT INUF
1630 REAOEI ,94n)LINENOs(X(I aI. lai)
1660 I!(NW',LT,Q)GO7TO 3502

166 READCI1,94fl)L INC-NO.(X(!)e ts9,16)

A8



Page 4 of 8

70312T 01 n2-2i.77 il.i86

1660 IP(WW.l.Ttl7Oa0 TO 350
LAOf READ(1 ,94flLINENO. (XCI)fli y±24)
t6ho IF(NW.LTR§CIO TO 3ýO
1690 RC-Ab(1a940)L NFIJO.(XCI )e'25,32)

006PRFADCI.'Y40) 1Nr-:NO,jv(tI 1aj,Nwi
1i7o 0 TO 39S5
ITPfl 350 RVADltlV40LINRNO;(Y( t b Iui,
173n Ir(WW;LT,9jG0 TOl Pq

l740 RIFADC1,94n)LINrN0,(Y(1 .1u9#14'24
1,150 Ir(NW-Lr,pSGn TO 355

ltgO RPRAD(,9 40)LINENQ, YE'j ? 2 r, 2
t70355 CONTINLJý

LOW ONR;n~PAEINNRMN AND SIZE F0 X AND Y-AXIS
111 REA , 49 0.IL.t)NO,OXIDGXaI. , Gypfly~yK
Let Kx IXuNK

is~n Ky itYK
1840C READ NUMHER OF DEPTHS AND DEPTH INCObMLW
1850READ (ji940 IL INENO. ZKN.

IABO KAzKy*KX*K7*P)W
1890 TM.A40r

194 me NUMBIR.or mAximum oRcR~omo IIgPi.ACE$IRNT 5 PER DEPTH REQUIRED
19pa PEA~lI.940)LIN1:NnKK2
1910 RPADti,9 4 n)LJN5NOhI0R
190 !C
19'SD V045c0OPRSslljpR
IgAno READ E~uyIVSINtiF WdHEF.ý 4ACIUS AND PHESS.
197nC FACTn'R 9 IN RADI I #*a F , PAC¶OH RADL
19an flEAD~ll940 LI! 0eNO#SEWiPMl
1990 RSWpvRESW.R~Tld
20on DO 36nl I41,NW
201 n PH(I IuPESW
20PD 36 1ADClioNESw
203n ?PCIPR8,NEWj (jO T' 73f
2040C READ NDO OF PASS LýVELS, 120150 FlEA6(1,940)LII~lO, 'IAL

1060C REAIn PASSES.
0 0 R;:AD(l1 9 40)L Il'EN3,('4~CC(I. 1 ,1, lIhAL)

2CROC RFAD ALPHAIS;
2090 R EADtia940)LINENC, (RC ?1.'Iv1,NAL)
210MlC READ CONTACT AREA,
2106 RPAb(t.94n)LINFNO,'CARVA

.2n739 CONTI14UF
2. PR. NT 9£,3.Nw

214n PNINT9o4, (X(I 3. Il0NW)
215nl PRINT9uS.C(YC l a Iu.NW)
2lAfl PRINT906lG(XOOX, XKiGY, CGY#VKg
21in PRINT907tZK~r7

A9
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7ON2T 01 fl242Is77 11,166

2180 PR NT9oSKKZ
2100 PRlNt9o91 IpR
22b0 PRIN?91OIRESW,PESW
22; n PRTN!9ti.(PRfT !aj NW
22PO P'RI?N9.2.(IHAD( .).I1.NW)
2230 PRINT 913,(NrcCIIjblu,NAL)

?dflfl P11u3.1415026~53672i

22AO PISE-Por GRID DEPT
2200 ZHM2.0.oa3a6
2431fl MrlIPSN(e ,S~AN 0!P!

23sn 25 CONTI UE

25flC P144LJ jVDII AtJUAR 30
23ROC POI/0 150763674966

2440J XI46iq0RDSrORaRI

244t rQ27el)U l

2A #0 XOI N .xocIN-I) .
24ý6 ~I3N1,(1 ymIESN

25hPC *eSky RADII WARoEDe90*0g.t..

265im D07I8juiIN
2190 28 RADPj)GAM RDl

2940 0?GatlsI(
25A040 K37(14K)Il);0

2,;0 Sco;

2~ POC

26,10 nlateAlO

26. .* *.. -
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7032T 01 02-21-77 11.16

2Tflo 1074LX~oNW

27pn RAD2L*RA0(L)

273n PRLBPHIL)
2741) sl ~ K0 10
2750 XL~nX(LI-)CJ
2106n RY 2 X. QXL 0

2740 R2PVI.(;*YL0+RP
279n RNSGRTCAP)
2shb IP(R;RADL)68#68#72

28p0c 6 SUM DISPLACEMENT DUE T1 INE WHE4Ei RAO, C3REA7eR THENA
2830 8 07M11
2840 SAItv8gHTCRADVaaR2e8N2(0i
Pt 2A0 CARRCS(M)
2 1 M FRPvRC*SAR

2161 n Rp2*Ebkp*FRp
28840 Wes8AR-AC
2890 FM2$EkqM*EnM

29ý007
29pmc
293pu Sum nl~~CE~i -'67 NF IL. RAU, I.E~S THAN A
2940 72 0073M.1,1O
291nl SAAoR0RT(R2wRIAf2L*#iNC-i) 1
2980 AC*RADLOCS(M)
29711 9PA2AC*SAR
2910 SPA2mSPA#SPA
299M SSAnSAR-AC

3000 73 SSI2xSSA*S4A

303n 12c SJIKwWJIXPP~L
3040 502 SSSS*SJIK
3005n 503 CONTINU5
30A0 74 CONTItiUF
3W7 S(Jsi,K)mSS
30A0 7g CONTINUF
3090 7 B M NT 114UF:
31fl0 c so QNTINUF

3110C
3140 n0O22qIzss;KZ

3180 rD02220IjKK1T

3190 flO2261Y.1,iKY
3216n IrtIIsEEIY;IT)-EMAX)I22O,20s21U

3240 210 GMAXvSC!X.IYTZ)

All

-- ~~~. - - -- --- -. ..
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70NPT 01 102.21.77 114.8'

3290l ?XMoIx
32310 IYM$IY
3240 XL0CU'IlLlmXn0UX)

32qn YL6CilZtL)usfl(tY)

327n 220 ONT INUE
32A0 S(IxmpiymsIz'uu,o

331nC ALCliLATF EQUIV, 5 IIrOLR 1IHrEL LI.Al
33pn 1025n1.1,K7
333n 25a EIWL (I )a SV( IiIa1)oST( l6qW2+z2(t
33,nl SRARMANS0RT(CAHEA)

33 a 10 270 ImUINAL,
334ft K0

33A0 TANJ. INNA/7(J)FI

34r10 lF4Vi,NE4 0',) GU 10 1904

34j0 n (j,1vUU11.cEsWL(JNcARc2A1

344n DO 2A66Kl,,7

346 266 CONTINUF

3480 1440 N FAT1480e#* !HICK4IiS V4LUO CONSIDERP.D CXCP.EDS LIM

J490817 Of URVE 00.*001
o49lhI fl0 TO 45fl0

391n 1490 UL'ALUGO1U(N.1)).((V1.V(I.-1 )).(ALOci104U(K-1l)WALOGIOCU(K)

353n UINICOUL
3540 CBR(JeI)*U1.c6SWL(.J)lCA~gp,

3540 267 CONTINUE
3070 265 CONTINUF
3140 270 CONTINUR

36n0 nO33ntzU1.M(z
36VM n0336Lwl.KKZ
36pn 330 Sb(?ZL)us~tcItL)DPE

3660 PAlNT9u0
367n PRINT 014
3640 KZ2,K~2ý
369m KZOVR2mKl2

37n0 59

3790 0 0 age?
3730)C

A12



375Ml PRINT90Ol.Y70"V2
3 .0587 1)06701-1

3790 , K~lZ00 1 3505,3(,I

384 0 &((S OcjO&o 6?rLOt1'j

38 j 61 0 CO %T' NU

36%n ir2nA PRINT 
(E ý0

3990£ R%90 1 AI jkt4L

I VtN'A SQ2) R

410 PRNT2flIA M

390 4 44~007 ) zO "P IT 3 ,tI

30 0" 1 1. ,LE 4 'P10

4~Bs Avial Cop9))Ris)O

399n&, IF AL-SO KZ cc(I PI 3
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